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Introduction

It is known that K. Gódel has demonstrated the
existence of a sentence which is true and not
.demonstrable in the whitehead's and Russell's fonnal
number theory 1rU) {Gqdel (lqf l) and Rosser (1936)i.
Hence, in PM among the well formed formulai (wfié)
belonging t9 th9 system, some wffs are demonstrable bi
axioms and inference rules and the negations of suc-h
wffs are refutable, instead some other wffs and their
negations are neither demonstrable nor refutable by the
axioms and the inference rules of pM. This resúlt is
extensible to every formal theory in which all the
recursive relations are representable {Tarski (1936)}. If
any wff in a formal theory can be 

-demonitrated 
or



refuted by the axioms and the inference rules of such
formal theory, then we tell that this wff is decidable in
such formal theory.

Consider now two cases. In the forrner case we have
an inconsistent (i. e. contradictory) formal theory: no its
wff is decidable because in such formal theory we can
deduce any wff with the respective negation {Malatesta
(1982)Ì, i. e. the whole undecidabil8 of a theory is
equivalent in general to the deducibility of all its wffs in
it as, for example, in case of contradiction by deduction
of a wff and its contradictory wff; in fact, if: we can
deduce in any theory L, every its wff wl (hence, any its

wff is true), we can deduce in any theory L, no its wff

wl (hence any its wff is undecidable), ML, is a theory

such that any its wff mwî is true in ML, if and only if wi

is true in L,, ML, is a theory such that any its wff mwl

is true in ML, if and only if wi is undecidable in MI,,

then evidently every wff of ML, is equivalent to every
wff of MI2, hence ML, is equivalent to MLr, hence L, is
isomorphic to Lr, hence the whole undecidability and the
whole deducibility are the same property. In the later
case we have the sentence logic formal theory: every its
wff is decidable {Church (1956)}, Lukasiewicz and
Tarski (1930)Ì. Hence the Gódel's proof puts PM and all
the formal theories, in which every recursive relation is
representable, between the inconsistent formal theories
and the sentence logic formal theory which is consistent
because all its wffs are decidable since its theorems are
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exactly the tautologies {Church (1956), Lukasiewicz and
Tarski (1930))

From the previous considerations we call
inconsistent a formal theory in which all its wffs are
undecidable in it; we call consistent a formal theory in
which every its wff is decidable in it; hemiconsistent a
formal theory in which only some and not all its wffs are
decidable in it. !o, for example, some logics are entirely
undecidable and hence they are inconsistent, the sentencé
logic formal theory is entirely decidable and hence it is
consistent, PM and all theory in which all recursive
relations are tepresentable for the Gódel's proof are
hemiconsistent and we must use external formal theories
to decide some their formulas.

Consider now that in the Matte Blanco's theory
{Matte Blanco (1975)} there is a conscience logic (whicú
we can put in correspondence with the sentence logic),
and there'is an unconscious logic in which the diversous
objects are managed as identical: principle of symmetry
(which we can put in correspondenCe with the th;
inconsistent logics because also the true is managed as
identical to the false). Then we can think thàt the
hemiconsistent formal theories can be bi-logical
structures, i. e. tle principle of symmetry has been only
partially applied (for example, to manage as identical thé
wffs undecidable and their negations) also because either
the hemiconsistent formal theories have necessity of
other formal theories to proof their undecidable wffs or
the bi-logical structures cannot exist whithout the
conscience logic.

In fact we suspect that the principle of symmetry (to
manage as identical two diversous objects, and, henceo
transform in symmetryc all the asymmetric relations
between them), which corresponds to all the laws of
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Freudian uncortscious, - preferably let out o f
mytholo gical interpretations, if the psychoan^alysi s claims
to be a icience - is nqt a characteristic of the human
unconscious, but a Eeneral property of all the human
mind t ike logico-mathematical structures: the
fundamental characteristic of the human mind is the self-
representation (so we have the mind which represents
itsetl the mind which represents itself which represents
itself and so on...). Now, every finite hardware
(computers, brains) cannot represent entirely itself. In
fact èvery hardware is formed by a memory in which
there is the storage of the data and a structure for the
execution of operations on these data. In a self-
répresentation of an hardware its structure to execute
operations has to be written in its memory and so the
whole memory has to be represented in its residual
'memory. If wè divide the memory of a hardware in
addresses,_then we have that in a self-representation the
set of all the memory addresses have to be represented in
a subset of it. Hence some addresses have to be
represented by a sóle address, i. e. -some 

distinct
uddt6r.s are managed as a sole address (therefore there
are some undecidable sentences at less on the
identifìcation of the distinct addresses which are managed
as a sole address: this self-representation is a
hemiconsistent theory). But this fact is by definition a
partial application of the Matte Blanco's principle of
iymmetry, therefore a self-representation of an
hardware is always a bi-logical structure.

Also in the logical, mathematical and linguistic
structures the self-representations provokes undecidable
sentences when they do not provoke contradictions, i. e. '

the undecidability of all sentences. Remember the
Russell's analysis on the causes of the antinomies in the



Principia Mathematica {Whithehead and Russell (1910)}.
The Russell's type theory and other approachs eliminate
the antinomies and the undecidable sentences by the
eliminations of the possibilities of self-representations. In
this case, we are very out from the psychoanalysis!

If the undecidability of some sentences in a
hemiconsistent theory depends only on the presence in it
of some self-representations, then we deduce that any
formal theory in which all the recursive relations are
representable is undecidable because in it there are some
self-representations. But in some theory in which all the
recursive relations are representable the sole self-
representations are introduced by the construction in
them of the Gòdel proof, and, precisely, when a
biunivocal correspondence is put between the individual
constants and the expressions of the theory ( a
generalization of the procedure of Gódelization). ihen,
these theories, in which all recursive relations are
representable but in which there are not self-
representations, have to be intrinsecally decidable and
they have to become undecidable after the construction in
them of the Gódel's proof (precisely after' the
Gódelization).

A consequence of the last affìrmation is that the
number formal theory, which is a model for every
theory in which all the recursive relations are
representable but in which there are not self-
representations,.has to be decidabie if and only if a
Gódelization (a biunivocal correspondence betweén the
individual corstants and the expressions of the theory )
or an other self-representation has not been built in it.

We now proof the decidability of the number
formal theory without Gódelization. We use the known
Mendelson's formalization S {Mendelson (1964)}.
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Mendelson's formal theory S

We define the Mendelson's formal theory S with
few and irrelevant:changes in this way:

Set of symbols:

-r ,  A,  V,  2,  =,  Y,  [ ,  ( ,  ) ,

Ar,  . . . ,  Ar, ,  . . .  
'

Xt,  . . .  t  Xrr ,  . . .  ,

T t r  . . .  ,  Tn, . . .  t

=,

0, 1,  . . . ,  f l ,  . . .

Rules to build the well formed formulas (wffsl:

Tr, ..., Tn, are generic terms

Xr, ... , X'i ... are variables on the set of terms

0, 1, ... , fl, ... are the natural numbers (included 0)
/ \ / \

T,,,(T, TJ, .'.., To(T, ... TJ, are terms

$(r"), (t*+ to), (t--To), are terms

Ar, ... , An, are wffs

A*(t, ... T,,), ..,, Ao(t, ... ,T"), ;.. are wffs

(î.=T,,), (t.(r"), are wffs {
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If A" is a wff then (Vx*XA") is a wff. (Yx.) is
called universal quantifier, Xn is called variable of the

quantiÍìer (Yx^), (4") is called scop6 of the quantifier

(vx^).
If A. is a wff then (!Ix.X,\) is a wff. (!Ix.) is

called existential quantiÍìer, x* is called variable of the

quantifier ([{x^), (r\) is called scope of the quantiÍier

(:Ix^).
An ocurrence of any variable in any wff is called

bound if and only if it is the variable of a quantifier or
it is in the scope of a quantifier with the same variable.

An occurrence of any variable which is not bound is
called free.

A term tn is free for a variable X. in a wff An if

and only if no free occurrence in Ao of the variable X"
is in the scope of a quantifier which has a variable Xu

which occurs also in the term To.

If Ap is a wff then (-Ao) is a wff.

If Ap and An are wffs then (.\AAq) is a wff.

If Ap and An are wffs then (,\VAq) is a wff.

If A, and Ao are wffs tfren (An:An) is a wff.

If Ap *d Ao are wffs then (,\=An) is a wff.
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To reduce the use of brackets we put the following

priority of calculation: $, ',*, -,

, ![, ], =.

Axioms of S:

A0l: (,\)(AnrAn))

A02: ((,\)(An)A,))=((Ao:Ao)=1eo:A.)))

A03: ((-Ao:-Au)r((-An:4n)=Ao))

A04: ((Yx"XA,(x"))rAlr*)) when r. is free
for X,, itt A,(x')

a05: ((vx"xAnfAn)r(An>(Vx")4))when

xo does not occur in Ao freely.

A06: ((x,=xr):((x, =xr)=(xr=xr)))

A07: ((x, =xr):($x, =$xr))

A08: 
-(0=$x,)

A09: (($x,=$xr)>(x,=xr))

A10: (x, +0=x, )
Al l :  (x, +$xr)=$(x, +xu )
Al2:  (x, '0=0)

A13: (x, '$Xr)=((x, 'xr)+x,)



Gen: {,\}'* (Vx"),\

Definitions in S:
Dl: AnnAo means 

-(An=-71o;
D2: AovAo means 

-An:Ao
D3: An=Ao means (Ao:4)n(A"=Ar)

D4: (AxJ4 means 
-'((Yx")-An)

D5: xo(x* means (!Ixo)(-(xo=0)n(x,,*xn=x,'))

Rules of inference of S: ,, ,:

MP: {Ao,G\=Ro)}*4

Representationgf the recursive felations in S:

Rf ) The recursive relation zero Z(xr)=O (0 is

intuitively the zero) is represented in S by the wff

(x, =x, )n (xr=0).
lR 2 ) The recursive relation successor of X I is
represented in S by the *tr ($x,=Xr).

IR3) The recursive relation of projection Ui(x, Xi

X,,) = X, is ,reple,sented in S . by the wff

(x,=x,)A ... n(x,=x) A,.., A(x"=x.)A(X,,*,=X, ).
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R4) Every recursive relation g(ht(xr ... x")...h,"(X,

...x"))=x,,*r is represented in S by the wff (!Ix,,*z)...

(![x,,*r**X(h,(x, ... X,,)=x,,*r)A ... A (h-(xr ... X,,) =

Xr,*r**)A (g(x".r... Xr,*r**)= Xr,*r)).

R5) The recursive relation Bt(xr Xz X, Xo) is

represented in S by the wff  ( i Ixr)((x r= $(

$xr 'xr ; 'Xr+Xo)n (xo( $($ xr 'xr))) .

R6) Every recursive relation f(xr... X,,*r)=X,,*2 such

that f (x,  . . .  X, ,0)=g(Xr . . .  X.)  and f(x,  . . .  x"$xn*r)  =

h(x,...  x,,, ,  f(xr...X,,*r)) is represented in S by the

wff (!Ix".r)(!IX,,*o) {(!Ix".r)[Bt(x"., Xn*+ 0 X,,*r) A

(f(x l  , . .  xr ,*r)=X,r*s) lnnt(x"+3 Xn+4 X,r*1 Xr,*r)  A (

Y X"*, ) [  (X"*, < X"*, ) ]  ( l lx".u ) ( l lx,,. ,  ) (Bt(X.*r Xn+4

X,r*5 Xr,*u)nnt(xn*3 Xn+4 $x,,*, Xr,*r)n(h(xr .. .  xr,*o

)=x".r))l Ì.

For definitions all the recursive relations are built from
Rl, R2, R3, R4 by R5 and R6, therefore all recursive
relations are representable in S tMendelson (1964)).

A decision procedure for S

The theorems of S which are demonstrated by the
axioms A1, A2, A3, the inference rule MP, the
definitions Dl, D2,D3, are exactly the tautologies of the
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sentence logic {Mendelson (1964)} and, therefore, they
are all decidable. In particular, all the wffs of S in which
occur at most only. the connectives r, An V, l, z,

and the gener ic wff  of  SA,,  . . . ,  An, . . .  are
decidable.

We can eliminate from the wffs of S any espression
$t" by its substitution with T,,* 1 for a very easy
theorem of S.

Consider that very important analogies have been
found beetween the elementar arithmetic either with the
classic sentence logic {D'Amelio (1988)} or with the
formalization of .the polyadic connective theory
{Malatesta (1988)}. These previous approachs give us
the idea to put a biunivocal correspondence beffièen the
generic sentences of S A.,, ... , Ar,, and the natural

number l, ... , fl,

the zero by the correspondence 0 * 
-(A,-)A,)..Wt

abbreviate 
-(A,f 

A,) with Ao, so, Ao * 0.

So we can define the operation of S $, +,

among the generic sentences of S Ao, ..., Ano ... in a

simple way: $A"=Ag,,=.A.*1, A,,+A*=Ar,**, Ar,.

A^=Ar'..

We put that if A,,=A, is a tautology then A"=A_

is equivalent to the truth val.ue I (true) otherwise

4,,=A* is equivalent to the truth value 0 (false); as, if



the sentences A. and A,n are identical, then it is

necessary that their truth tables are equivalent.

Consider any wff of S. Put a constant U=0. After,

if in the considered wff some variables X,, ..., Xn,

... , occur, then put in tt the sum of p plus their
greatest index. After, if in the considered wff some

generic sentences A,, .. .  ,  Ar, .. .  ,  (after the

substitution of every number n with the correspondent

A') occur, then put in p the sum of trt plus their greatest

index. Finally, the so obtained number pr is called by us
multiplicity of the considered wff.'In general we put

that if in any wff of S the symbol p occurs then in that

wff it denotes exactly the multiplicity of that wff.

We put that  any wff  of  S(Vx")Ao(x")  is

equivalent to (An(Ao)A ... AAn(Ar)) where p is the

multiplicity of (Yx")An(x").

We put that any wff of S (!Ix")An(x") is equivalent

to (An(,\)v ..' vAn(Au)) where p is the multiplicitv

of (!Ix,)Ao(x").

We put that any wff  of  S (Vx,)-An(x") is

equivalent to (-An(ao)n ... A-An(Ar)) where pt is

the multiplicity of (Vx")-An(x")
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We put that any wff of S (!Ix")-Ap(x") is

equivalent to (-..Ao(Ao)v ... v-An(Au)) where pr is

the multiplicity of (!Ix,)-Ao(x,).
By the previous consideration we can define a

procedure of decision for S without Gódelization, i. e.
without self-representations. We use as example the
axioms of S:

A0l: (Arf(An:An))

It can be verified directly by the tautology calculation

402: ((,\ r(Ao rA,) ) :( (Ao rAn) :(An ='A,) ))

It ban be verjfied directly by the tautology calculation

403: ( (-An:-Ae) l(( 
-Ao:4n) 

rAo) )

It can be verified directly by the tautology calculation

A04: ((Yx"XA"(x"))>A,(r*)) when r. is fiee
for X., h A,(x")

After our procedure (Yx"XA,(x,)) is a tautology or a
contradiction because every its atomical sentence has the
relation =. In the first case the substitution of Xn with T*
is a substitution of all occurrences of a sentence with an
other sentence in a tautology, in the second case "€ falso
omnia sequuntur". T- has to be free for X,, in A,(x")
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otherwise we deduce (Yx,X-(Vxr)(x,=Xr)):-

(Vxr)(x ,=xr) which is a contradiction {Mendelson
(1e64)Ì .

405: ( (Yx"X AnrAo) )(An: (Yx")4, ) ) when

x,, does not occur h Ao freely.

It is tranformed by our procedure of decision in

((An:An(Ao))n ... n (Ao=An(A,)):(Ao=(An(Ao

)n ... nAn(Au))) which is a tautology. Xo must, not

occur h An freely otherwise we deduce (Vxt)(x,=0)

x,=0)=1x,=0=(x,Xx,=0)) which is a contradiction.

406: ((x, =xr):((x, =xr))(x, =x, )))

(Vx, XVxrXYx, X(x, =x, ) =((x, =x, ):(x, =x, )) )
u=3
(Vx, XVxrX(Yx, =xrf (x, =Aorxr=Ao)A(x, =I,

f(x, =A,l)xu =Ar)n(x, =xr)(x,=ArlXr=Ar)A (

x,=xr:(X,=Arr xz=A:))

(Vx, X((x, =Ao:(x,=Aof Ao=Ao)A (x, =Ao=(x, =

A,lAo=A, )A (x, =Ao:(x, =Ar:Ao=Ar)A (x, =Ao

f (x, =A3f Ao=Ar))A ((x,=4,:(x,=Ao)4, =Ao)

A (x, =A, f (x, =Arf A,=A, )n (xt =A, f (xt =A,l
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A,=Ar)A(x, =A,:(x, =Ar)A, =Ar))A((x, =Ar:1

X, =Ao:)Ar=Ao)A(X, =Ar=(x, =A, fAr=A,)A(x,
=A, =(x, =A, fAr=Ar)A (x, =A, =(x, =A, 3A, =
Ar))n ((x,=A, )(x,=Ao)A, =Ao)n (x, =Ar=(x, =
A,fAr=A, )n (x, =A, f (x, =Ar:A, =Ar)A (x, =A,
f(x,=ArfAr=Ar)))

(( ((Ao =Ao : (Ao= Ao rAo =Ao ) A (Ao = Ao : (Ao=A,
lAo =A, ) A (Ao =Ao =(Ao =A, rAo =Ar) A (Ao =Ao
r(Ao=Ar )Ao=A, ))n ((Ao =A, :(Ao =AofAr =

Ao)n (Ao=A,=(Ao=A, f A, =A,)A (Ao=A, f (Ao=
Arf A,=Ar) n (Ao =A, :(Ao=A, 3Ar =A, ))n ((Ao
=4, )(Ao =Ao f A, =Ao) A (Ao=A, =(Ao=A, 3A, =

A,) n (Ao =A, :(Ao =Az fAz =Ar) A (Ao =A, :(Ao =

ArrAr=A, )) n ((Ao =A, f (Ao=AofAr=Ao) n (Ao
=A, ) (Ao ={, f A, =A, ) A (Ao=A, :(Ao=A, f d, =

Ar) À (Ao =A, :(Ao =A, rA, =A,)))n (((A, =Ao I (
A,=AolAo=Ao)A (A, =Ao=(A,=A, lAo=A, )n (
A,=Ao :)(A, =A, :Ao =Ar) n (A, =Aof (A, =A, f
Ao=A, ))n ((A, =A, r(A, =AorA,=Ao)A (A, =A,
)(A, =A, )A,=A, )n (A, =A,:(A,=A, fA, =Ar)

A(4, =A,f  (A, =ArfA, =Ar))A((A,=Arf (A,=
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Aof Ar=Ao) n (A, =Ar:(A,=A, lA, =4, ) A (At =

Ar=(A,= A2 lA, = Ar) A (A, =A, :(At=4, )4, =

Ar))n ((A, =A, r(A, =AorA, =A)A (A, =A, : 1
A,=A, DA, =A, )A (A,=A, :(A,=Arf A, =Ar) A (

A,=A, r(A, =A, rA, =A, )))n (((A, =Ao:(Ar=Ao

lAo= Ao) n (Ar=A0r(A2 =A' f Ao =A,) A (A, =Ao

f (A, =A, f Ao=A, ) A (& =Ao)(A2=ArlAo=A, )

)A ((A, =A, =(Ar=AolA, =Ao)A (Ar=4, =(Ar=

A,f A,=A, )n (A, =A,f (Ar=A, :A, =Ar)A (Ar=

Arr (A2=A, 3Ar =A, )) A ((A, =Ar=(Ar=Ao rA,

=Ao) A (A, =Ar)(A, =A,:Ar=A, ) n (A, =Arr(A,

=A2 lA, =Ar) A (A, =4f (Ar=A, )A, =4, )) n ((

Ar= A, :(A, =Ao 3A: =Ao) A (Ar=A, =(x,=4, :

Ar=A, ) n (A, =Ar:)(Ar=Au f A: =A, ) n (A, = A, f (

Ar=A, 3A, =A, )))A (((A, =Ao:(Ar=AorAo=Ao)

A (A, =Ao:(A, =A, )Ao=A, ) A (Ar= Ao: (A, =A,

lAo=Ar) A (A, = Ao =(A, =A, f Ao =Ar)) A ((A, =

A,f (Ar=Ào:A, =Ao)A (A, =A, =(Ar=Ar fAr =

A,)n (4, =A, r(A, =ArlAr =Ar)A (4, =4, f (4, =

ArlA,= A, )) n ((A, =Ar=(A, =AolAr=Ao) A (A,

=4, :(A, =A, f A, =A, ) A (A, =A, =(Ar=4, lA, =
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6V

(((( t c r )c r )v(oco)c r )v(oco)c r )v(oco)
c t ))v((0c I )cdv( rco)c0)v(oco)c0)v(0c
o)co)) v((oc t )co) v(oco)c0) v( r co)c0) v(

0c0)c0)) v((oc t )co) v(oco)co) v(oco)c0)
v( t co)co)))v((( r co)c0)v(oc r )co)v(oco)
c0)v(oco)co))v((0c0)c t  )v( I  c I  )c I  )v(0c
0)c t )v(oco)c r ))v((oco)co)v(0c r )co)v(
I c0)c0) v(oco)co)) v((oco)c0) v(0c I )ca)
v(oco)c0) v( t co)co))) v((( r c0)c0) v(oco)
c0)v(0c t )co) v(oco)co))v((0co)co) v( t  c
o)co)v(0c r )cg)v(oco)co))v((oco)c r )v(o
c0)c t )v( I  c I  )c t  )v(oco)c I ))v((oco)co)v
(0cs;q0)v(oc r )co)v( r co)co)))v((( r co)c
o) v(oc0)co) v(oco)c0) v(oc r )co)) v((oco)
c0) v( t  co)c0) v(oco)c0) v(oc I )ca); v((oc
o)co) v(oco)co) v( t co)co) v(0c t )co)) v((o
c0)cI)v(oc0)cr)v(oco)cr)v(rcr)cr))))  ;

c tY= tv)c rv=t1tr) v( tv= tvc r11= tV) c tV=rV

) v ( tV= tvc tv=t11)c tV= tv) v(oV= t1trcov=ry

) c tV= tv)) v ((tv=.Vc tV='v)c.V= rV) v (.v



( ( ( (1 n(1 n(1n 1^((  1n( 1n( l  n I  n((  1 n(1 n( 1n I  n
((  1 'n(  1n( 1n( 1))n(((  1n( 1n( 1n 1n((  I  n(  1n( I  n 1

^((  
1n( 1n( 1n 1n((  1n( 1n( 1n( 1))n(((  1n( 1n( ln

1n((1n( ln(  I  n ln((1n(1n( 1n I  n((1 n( l  n(  I  n(  1

))n(((  1n( 1 n( 1 n( 1)n((  1n( 1n( 1n( 1)n((  1n( 1n (

1n( 1)n((  1n( 1n( 1n( 1)))

A07: ((x,=xr)=($x,=$xr))

(Vx, )(Vx')(x, =xr)$x' =$xr)

U=2
(Yx, X(xt =Aor$x, =$Ao)n (x, =A, =$x, =$At ) n (

X,=Ar)$x,=$Ar))
(((A.=Ao r$Ao= $Ao) n (Ao=A, =$Ao =$A' ) n (Ao
=A, )$Ao=$Ar))n ((A, =Aor$A, =$Ao)n (A, = A

, r$A, =$A, )n (A, =Ar=$A, =$Ar;;n ((d=Ao=

$A, =$Ao) A (A, =A, 3$A, = $A,) n (A, =A, :$A'
=$Ar)))

(((A=AolA, =A, )n (Ao=Ar rAr=Ar)A (Ao =4,

rA, =A, ))n ((At =AorA, =A, )A (4,=4, :4, =A,

)n(A'=ArrA'=Ar))A((Ar=AoDAr=A')A(Ar= s

A,fAr=Ar)n( Ar=ArlAr=4, )))
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(((  I  = I  )n(0:0)n(0=0))n((0=o)n( I  = I  )n(0>
0))n((0:0)n(0r0)^( tr l )))
( (1n I  n l )n(1n 1n l )n( l  n t^ l ) )

A08: 
-(0=$x,)

(Vx,)-(Ao=$x,)

u=l
(-(Ao=$Ao)n 

-(Ao=$A, ) )
( - (Ao=A,)n-(Ao=Ar))

( -0n-0)
(1n 1)

Ao9: (($x,=$xr):1X,=Xr))

(Vx, XVxrX$x, =$xr:x, =Xr)
p=2
(vx,X($x, =$Ao->x,=Ao)A ($x, =$A, :x, =A, )n (
$x,=$ArfX,=Ar))

((($Ao=$Ao :Ao =Ao) A ($Ao = 94,rAo=A, )n ($
Ao=$ArlAo=A, ))n (($e, =$Ao:>4, =Ao) A ($a,
=$A, 3Ar =A,) A ($A, =$A, 3A, =Ar))n (($A, =g
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AorAr=Ao) n ($A, = $ArlAz=A, ) n ($A, = $Arr

Ar=Ar)))

(((A,=A, rAo=Ao) A (A, =A, )Ao=A, ) n (Ar =4,

lAo=A, )) n ((A, =A, 3Ar =Ao) n (Ar=A, rAr =4,

) n (A, =A, rA, =Ar))A ((A, =ArrAz=Ao)A (Ar=

ArlAr=At )n( A, =A, =Ar=At)))

(((  1r 1)n(0:0)n(0>0))n((0:0)n( 1:  I  )n(0=
0))n ((0:0)n (0r0)^ ( 1 r 1 )))
((1n 1n 1)n(1n 1n 1)n(1n 1^ 1))

A10: (x,+0=x,)

(YxtXxt+Ao=X,)

F=l
((Ao+Ao = Ao) A (A,+Ao =A' ) )

((Ao.o=Ao)A(A,.0=A,)

((Ao=Ao)A(A'=A'))
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(Yx, X((Ar*$xr)=$(Ao+xr))n ((A, +$xr)=$(A, +

x, )) n ((A, +$x, ) =$(A, +x, )))
((((A+ $Ao) =$(Ao+Ao))n ((A, +$Ao) =$ (A, +Ao

))n ((A,+ $Ao) =$(A,+Ao)))n (((Ao+$A,) =$(Ao+

A,))n ((A, +$A, )=$(A,+A, ))n ((A, +$A, )=$(A,
+A,))) n (((A.+$Ar) =$(Ao+A;))n ((A,+$ar) =$(

A,+Ar))n ((A, + $Ar)=$(Ar+A,))))
((4,=4, A Ar=ArA A, =A, )A (A, =4AA, =A, A Ao
=Ao ) A (A, =A, n Ao=Ao A A, =Ar) )

(Vx,Xx, 'Ao=Ao)

u=l
( (Ao'Ao=Ao)A (A, 'Ao=Ao) )
((Ao=Ao)A(Ao=A.))

(1n1)

Al3:  (x, '$xr)=((x, 'Xr)+xi)
a'

,  (Vx,XYxrXx,.$xr=X,.Xr+a,)
I

p=2

(( 1n 1n 1)n( I  n 1n 1)n( 1n 1^ 1))

Al2: (x, '0=0)
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(Vx,X(x, '$Ao=x, 'Ao+a,)n (x i '$A r=X r 'A,  *X,

)n( x, '$Ar=x, 'Ar*x,))
( ( (A. '  $Ao=Ao. Aor Ao) n (Ao'  $A, =Ao'  A,  +Ao)

A (Ao'  $Ar--40'  Arr  Ar))  A (  (A, '$Ao=A, '  Ao*

A,)  n (A, '$A,=A, 'A,+x,)  A (A, '$Ar=A, 'Ar+

A,))A ((Ar '$Ao=Ar:A5+Ar) n (Ar '$A,=Ar '  A,
+ Ar)  A (Ar '  $Ar=Ar 'Ar+Ar))  )
(((4.=Ao) A (Ao =Ao) n (Ao=Ao)) n ((4, =A,) n (A,
=A, ) A (A, =A, ))n ((Ar=A, ) n (Ao =Ao) n (Au =Au ) )
)

'  ( (1n1nl)n( ln ln l )n( ln1n1))

Ar4: An(0)=((Vx,X4(x,)=,\($x,))r(Vx,

)4(x,))

An(0) r((Vx, X.4(x, )r4($x, ))r(Yx, ;An(x, ) )
U=1
An(Ao)=((Yx, X,\(x, ) =,\($x, ) )r(Vx, )A, (x, )

An(Ao) :( (4(A,) =,\(geo)) n (,\(A, ) :e,($e,

))rAp(A.)n,\(A,))
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An(Ao) :( (,\(A,) r4(A,) ) n (4(A, ) r,\(A, ) )
r(A,(A.)n.\(4,))
By using the consuete substitution rule {see the system L,
in Mendelson (1963)Ì, we obtain:

Aer((An )An) n (An =A,)) r(Ae A An))

111
011
1 00
010
111
011
1 00
010

11
0l
11
01
11
01
11
0l

1111
1111
00 11
1011
0100
01 00
00 10
1010

11
00
11
00
11
10
11
00

11

01
00
00
11
01
00
00

Hence every axiom of S corresponds to a tautology
when we use our procedure of decision for S. Also, we
observe very easily that if a wff of S is deduced by an
other wff of S with the help of Gen then the two wffs are
transformed by our procedure of decision in the same
wff and we observe that PM from two tautologies
deduces always a tautology {Mendelson (1964)}. So all
theorems of S correspond to tautologies by our
procedure. But all tautologies are theorems of S by the
axioms A01, A02, A03, and with the help of the
inference rule PM. Therefore the tautologies are exactly
the theorems of S. Hence all the true recursive relations
correspond to tautologies. S without Gódelization is
decidable.



Conclusion

The decidability of the formal theory S without
Gódelization, i. e. without self-representation confirms
our hypothesis that the production of undecidable
sentences in a formal theory depends only on the
possibility in it of building some self-representations.
From the other hand, every self-representation of every
finite hardware (the brain or computers) produces a
Matte Blanco's bi-logical structure. If we consider that a
logico-mathematical structure is not contradictory if and
only if it has a model {Tarski (1936)} and it contains
only a finite quantity of information {Grappone (1989)}
and hence if and only if there is an hypothetical finite
hardware which manages it, then there is the concrete
hypothesis that all the logico-mathematical structures in
which some self-representations occur (and hence which
are partially undecidable) have to be bi-logical
structures. So the Freudian psychoanalitical unconscious
structures (i. e. the Matte Blanco's bi-logical structures)
would not be a peculiar psychobiological characteristics
of the human mind, but general properties of all the
logico-algebrical structures in which there are some self-
representations. Hence, the Russell's type ramified theory
and the other procedures to eliminate the antinomies
from self-representation by various limitations o f
substitution among the elements of any structure could be
the correspondent of the Freudian process of remotion.
Shortly, we can suppose that the psychology and the
mathematics study the some object with diversous
language {Grappone (1939)}. So, every classification of
the mathematical structures could be equivalent to a
model of the mind. In our case we can use the first
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Freudian mind model {s. Freud (1900)}. The conscience
would correspond to the mathematical structures in
which the self-representations are absent or they have
been excluded. The unconscious would corespond to the
antinomies (which we can consider as unifications of the
truth and of the falsehood) and, in general, to all the
unifìcations of distinct objects. The piecotts.íorx would
correspond to rules and procedures in order to not build
antinomies (Russell's ramifìed type theory and so oni oi
to eliminate antinomies {Grappo"e (lgSSi}.
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